
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 25 February 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda:
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approve Minutes of 2010-02-11 meeting
4. Announcements
5. Finish discussion on defined optional elements,

including Class, Green Content, Wholesale, Program, ContractID
( http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/download.php/35925/emix-1%200-spec-
wd-02.pdf line186 )

Class
Green Content
Wholesale
Program
ContractID

6. Adjourn

Attendees:  Member / Company (* = voting)

Edward Cazalet* The Cazalet Group
Toby Considine* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
William Cox* Cox Software Architects LLC
Sharon Dinges Trane
Girish Ghatikar* Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry* Individual
Gale Horst Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
David Holmberg* NIST
Alex Levinson* Lockheed Martin
Jeremy Roberts* LonMark International
Pornsak Songkakul Siemens AG

Minutes:

1. Call to Order
Bill C: Call to order.

2. Roll Call
Anne H: 
Voting Members: 8 of 11 (72%)
Members: 11 of 43 (25%) 
Meeting achieved quorum.

3. Approve Minutes of 2010-02-11 meeting
Delayed to next week to give members a chance to review.

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/download.php/35925/emix-1%200-spec-wd-02.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/download.php/35925/emix-1%200-spec-wd-02.pdf


4. Announcements

• The combined ballot  to affiliate with the OASIS Blue Member Section did not receive sufficient 
affirmative votes to pass.  The ballot has been posted again.  Please vote.  http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/ballot.php?id=1842.  

• The combined PAP03/04/09 meeting was held yesterday.  Bill will mail out the minutes.

• The first meeting of the OASIS Web Services Calendar (WS-Calendar) Technical Committee will 
be held this Friday, 26 Feb.   See Feb 10th announcement on EMIX list from Carol Geyer:
“The group will work to adapt existing calendaring specifications for Web services, with a focus 
on Smart Grid prices and schedules. WS-Calendar will be developed for use inside other 
specifications and standards, bringing a common scheduling function to diverse interactions in 
different domains. The TC will base its initial work on the XML serialization of iCalendar (IETF 
RFC 5545) developed by CalConnect.org.  Use cases and requirements on Demand Response 
(DR) and Distributed Energy Resources (DER) will be contributed to the WS-Calendar project 
by the North American Energy Standards Board (NAESB). Work done within the OASIS oBIX 
TC on scheduling for building systems will also be included.  We encourage all members of the 
eMIX and Energy Interoperation TCs to consider joining WS-Calendar.”

• The Smart Grid Interoperability Panel had a brief plenary meeting; voting on Vice Chair and 
Secretary positions.  Minutes are available (Bill will supply minutes).  The first face-to-face 
meeting of the SGIP will be in Chantilly, VA, March 16-17.   All meetings will have webinar and 
telephone access.  The Smart Grid Architecture Committee was formed as a standing committee 
of SGIP.  Both Toby Considine and Bill Cox are members.  There is good representation and 
breadth.  Focus primarily on cross domain  considerations/issues.

5. Finish discussion on defined optional elements,

Class:

Bill C: What is product?  load, peak, pull from storage?
Ed C:  Don't see class as useful.  Getting a lot of details -- will be vague.  In trying to do 
transactions don't care where MW came from (storage, wind farm, or peak).  

Green Content:

Ed C:  We don't have anything in mandatory for 'green content'.  'Green content' is pretty vague, 
depends on someones definition of 'greenness'.  Why break out carbon unit?  You'd have to have a 
list (carbon SO2, NOx, ...) measured per MW-hour of how much you're emitting.  There is already a 
standard way of doing that.  In the context of a renewable energy requirement, green gets defined as 
certs.  Also local differences/definitions -- derivative items that get computed.

Toby C: Then there is the distinction between day certs and future certs -- today's are distinct from 
time (if I can get green certs when the wind is not blowing, it's pretend) so if it's going to mean 
anything, we need to align with what people are actually doing; it may just be as variable, politically 
defined, just as local, but must have same time as core electricity has in emix -- other wise just 
pretending.  Someone has to own the certs when electricity is being consumed.

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/ballot.php?id=1842
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emix/ballot.php?id=1842


Ed C:  Use cases sent out last week cover this.  Can buy certs for time intervals, location dependent, 
and can buy bilateral certificates.  eg. I have a contract with set of wind farms and I know their 
output; those typically are not transacted with contracts that are exchange traded;
very little liquidity on something that specific.  So the concept of a green certificate is that you will 
take certs based on MW and time/place of delivery.  May have problem with storage where imports 
have been levelized (eg. taking from Northwest (use coal) <-> California (use batteries)).

Toby C:  So to be real, certs have to have a time component -- use when wind is blowing.

Ed C: If we define a certificate as another commodity with attributes (location and interval) then if 
someone wants a green cert for 5 minutes, can do; for a year, can do as well.  Maybe local markets 
will bring up local tracking system, but not much interest -- too fragmented

Bill C: We're trying to enable new market approaches and also address current market approaches. 
I'm hearing additional requirements to green certs, which strikes me as more product design.
If it's a use case, no problem, but if product design, then may be more complex.  Will treat this as 
specific use cases and guidance for mechanism.

Ed C: The point is required elements as applied to certs; allow for current markets (annual) and 
allow for future markets (5 min).

Toby C:  So, 5 minute stream of wind, then 5 minutes of coal; use piles of certs to create certified 
blend, then can sell annualized right to blend with no more than 10% coal.  Analogy: sale of kona 
coffee can say at least 20% kona coffee but you don't actually buy/hold/use 20% kona beans with 
each pound.

Toby C: Were they audited?  Certain certs have auditability through an authority; others may be self 
certified.   Or in a bilateral transaction, can be everything you get from me is wind; think have 
covered auditability, but will keep it visible.  We need to be able to support blended markets being 
able to be audited.

Gale H:  So from this standpoint, saying green content needs to be verifiable

Toby C:  If annual certificate can only be on blended product.

Ed C: Today, blended doesn't say what it's been blended with, just that during some hours of the 
year,  you have X number of  MW of green energy; also doesn't say how it's delivered; could be any 
hour of the year, just somewhere, sometime is green energy.

Toby C: That's today, but will argue it's pretend.  Ed C: But we must support it.

Bill C: Why is carbon or carbon units called out separately?  and not sulfur, etc?  In early thinking, 
one of goals was too accommodate tracking of carbon from source to uses.  May make it a 
combined thing, but consider extensibility.

Ed C: SOx/NOx certs and particulates existed long before carbon.



Wholesale:

Bill C: Differing markets today, and will be tomorrow, that have differing components bundled into 
them.  Wholesale flag is a first approximation.  Transmission rights think have been adequately 
discussed; hate to allow to unfold every conceivable component of a price.

Toby C: We have electrons and an arbitrary number of certs; as markets develop they will decide 
how many and which ones are relevant.

Ed C:  On Monday we will officially get access to NAESB information.  Current suggestion in 
PAP03 is that when you define the price you also (probably optionally) define the components of 
the price (price at generator, of transmission, for distribution, etc, finally getting up to end user). 
Of course, all thermostat or EMS wants is last price relevant to their action. For optional elements 
could fold that to understand the bill.

Toby C:  Why is there a separate wholesale flag?  Today, wholesale markets differ, but which 
wholesale market?  The back end generation to ISO, ISO to utility/aggregator, intermediaries, which 
ones?

Gale H: And by 'wholesale', mean 'not retail'?
Bill C: Yes, there are some things in the context where I may or may not know original thought, 
wholesale has balancing charges ... how much of the market context is known in order to determine 
actionable price?

Gale H: And by 'local'?
Toby C: Local microgrid: does your dishwasher bid against your clothes washer for the electricity 
coming from the PEV on the roof?   So this might be an internal market -- inside a microgrid.

Gale H: I didn't realize we were going that far down.  If I have a building with its own generator, 
could bid to take itself off line; trying to clear up a local overload on a transformer and distribution 
system, taking bids; would call that local.

Toby C: Interesting use case: "local source" can't necessarily expect external certificate authority.  If 
in my building may not get PUC stamp of approval on my PV that I sell only in my microgrid.

Gale H: That is outside the scope of this TC, as far as I think
Toby C: Wanted emix to be all encompassing.

Ed C:  This discussion of wholesale, retail, local is best handled under 'Location' (mandatory) -- 
identifies the point on the grid (inside microgrid, on wholesale grid, etc) where the transaction is 
taking place.  That in context of the market will completely define what's going on.  The 
information you need is what product you are getting and what you are paying for it.

Jeremy R:  I agree with Ed, that's exactly how I envision and important part of understanding 
location -- distribution costs will be variable as well as things like inter/interstate taxation. If 
extremely  local (between my washer and dryer, or my local coop) then understand I may not have 
to pay tax because location will give me that info.  But if coming from New Jersey, then know I 
have to pay transmission tax.



Toby C: We don't know that between a washer and a dryer transmission won't be taxed!

Bill C: Having every bit of info to compute final cost is different from info you need to take an 
action as, say, a building automation system.  Concerned about proliferation of various cost 
components some of which may be realized some not.  Can do any amount of accounting, but ...
things like variable taxation, how we push into location to definitions such as 'my microgrid', 'my 
neighborhood microgrid', etc.  See huge amount of complexity there.

Ed C:  Yes, a huge amount of potential complexity.  When you get a price from PG&E there may be 
a capacity (demand) charge, so have two prices to consider.  Markets with prices like that go back to 
days where you could only meter on a monthly basis.  Coming up with an actionable price on the 
marginal cost of an additional KWH is always going to be a challenge, but we can move in the right 
direction.  You might get a price, then additional components you  have to add yourself to get an 
actionable price.  If markets work perfectly, the price you get from PGE may be what you need to 
act on.  In all cases, there is price you can act on; may need context or may not.

Toby C: Back to the envelope example .... all these certificates in an envelope with price on outside. 
Sometimes people want to open the envelope, sometimes not.  Inside the house, can easily imagine 
a filter on my ESI that does policy choices on purchase (doesn't buy unless it's 'green'), and sends 
what it wants to down the stream.  At each level of micro inside micro inside grids, the gateway gets 
to decide whether it opens the envelope, ships the whole thing down, changes the price on the 
envelope, etc.  That's how I imagine this.

Bill C: Useful to have actionable information, but not implying all information.  Whatever is 
nominal unit (higher than 5 minutes) useful to know trend and relative prices so if other components 
have some threshold or need to know more: want absolute price, price with some things missing, or 
relative price?

Sharon D:  See buildings wanting to respond to each of those.   If trend sees price increasing within 
a work day (not a day-ahead) or just in production schedules (retail sales, office hours, etc) if seeing 
price is increasing dramatically, may make decision to send people home or still keep doors open 
but cut energy use.  May be need for absolute pricing, but more likely to know relative.  Actionable 
even if partial or relative, knowledge is better than none.

Gale H: Does our information need to be "actionable", or is there an element of informative 
information we want to include?  If we talk about not limiting to a specific domain then informative 
may be ok,  Does out information need to be "actionable", or is there an element of informative 
information?  If we talk about not limiting to a specific domain than informative may be ok. 
Perhaps it's difficult for us in this group to know what is actionable and we need to pass some 
information in the gray area.

Bill C: Goal is to convey actionable information; nothing wrong with additional informative -- may 
be actionable at another level; when use term actionable, want to send emix object (or sequence) 
preferably with forward pricing, since past is not indication of future results, carrying info that is
informative is fine as long as we avoid that slippery slope that it might be being used down the line.
We're in the category of 'things you will very seldom use'. 

Toby C:  Is a curve (knowing it's going to be different in the future) better than a single price?



Sharon D:  Depends on how customers view it.   EIS Alliance, a couple of different cases.  One is if 
going to produce widgets, second shift, actual price will be $x higher per KWH than normal and 
decide that, yes, keep shift fully staffed and accept higher cost because we have to get widgets out 
the door.  In another case, may loose money, and not urgent to produce, so cheaper to shut the door. 
Plant manager may decide on revenue versus cost.  So some may want absolute dollars, others will 
look at the curve and proactively use less energy to save dollars.

Toby C: We've not included 'curve' discussions in EI or EMIX; need to include.  May be stack of 30 
- 5 minute intervals (or demand curves?)

Toby C:  Observation on Gale's point: ESI can decide who gets what within the microgrid? 
Gateway may decide no one downstream needs info, some need some info, or all need all info or 
any combination of above -- all legitimate. 

Gale H: I think my point is that today's "informative" could easily become tomorrow's "actionable" 
in some implementation in the future.  So there may be some items in our pick list Toby described 
as the choke point that shouldn't limit future applications that may need more information even 
though a choke point may limit it's passing.

Bill C:  Think of it as a nested set of microgrids that your facility participates in (feeder, lateral, 
neighborhood, industrial park, office building in park, etc.)  Policy and filtering takes place at 
gateways (ESI/EMS/etc) that receive the price and info that conveys and receives bid/ask and other 
signals.  That's the policy application point.  Could make a variety of decisions, but we need to 
support policy application point at the gateway.

Toby C:  To install our new Green-Clean brand washer, you must have an ESI-Gate product that 
has a greenwash-compliant policy to pass on the certificates ...

Ed C:  Helpful.  Going back to issue of curves vs. forward/forecast price quotes ... market would 
work at 5 min intervals as far as needed.  Once you get to the gateway, that can filter for time 
horizon you're interested in.  So if I have a water heater with simple controls, may just want to know
current and future for one hour price; if managing water heaters for large building, then want info 
further forward to make appropriate decisions.  Optimal for more complex situations.

Toby C: Curves: Is the curve a core part of the main emix price and product description?  Or is it a 
companion object that lives alongside the price and product?  Is it part of EI therefore not subject to 
this conversation?  All quite different choices, can make arguments for each.  Discuss on list.

Program and ContractID
Bill C: talked about both already, so will call it a day.

6. Adjourn
Toby C: Motion to adjourn.  Gale H: Second.  Objections? None. 
Adjourned 12:06 EST


